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IMPROVING THE CALCULATION OF THEPOTENTIAL BETWEEN SPHERICALAND DEFORMED NUCLEIM. Ismail and Kh.A. RamadanPhysis Department, Faulty of Siene, Cairo UniversityGiza, Egypt(Reeived Marh 3, 1999; revised version reeived November 17, 1999)The Heavy Ion (HI) interation potential between spherial and de-formed nulei is improved by alulating its exhange part using �nite rangenuleon�nuleon (NN) fore. We onsidered U238 as a target nuleus andseven projetile nulei to show the dependene of the HI potential on boththe energy and orientation of the deformed target nuleus. The e�et of�nite range NN fore has been found to produe signi�ant hanges in theHI potential. The variation of the barrier height VB, its thikness and itsposition RB due to the use of �nite range NN fore are signi�ant. Suhvariation enhane the fusion ross-setion at energy values just below theCoulomb barrier by a fator inreasing with the mass number of projetilenuleus.PACS numbers: 21.30.Fe 1. IntrodutionThe stati and dynami deformations give rise to signi�ant hanges inthe Coulomb and nulear energies. The nulear struture aspets of inelastisattering are ontained in the so-alled form fators of the transition po-tentials oupling various nulear levels. The form fator depends sensitivelyon the stati and dynami deformation [1℄. Moreover, the deformation ofthe target and projetile a�ets both fusion reation [2℄ and deep inelastisattering [3℄. The sub barrier fusion enhanement observed in heavy ionreations is explained by allowing the relative motion degree of freedom toouple with internal degrees of freedom, as stati deformation [4℄. Sinethe main part in alulating the ross-setion for heavy ion reation is thenuleus�nuleus interation potential (U), many authors have studied andderived the orientation and deformation dependene of the potential be-tween deformed�deformed [5,6℄ and deformed spherial nulei [7℄. Some of(1783)



1784 M. Ismail, Kh.A. Ramadanthese studies have been made in the framework of the energy density for-malism [6℄ and others within the well known double folding model [5,8℄. Inthe double folding model, the real optial potential is the sum of diret andexhange parts. In the simplest version of this model, the exhange partis alulated approximately by assuming zero-range nuleon�nuleon (NN)fore [8℄. The exhange part of the real HI interation potential is obtainedby applying the Pauli priniple on the interating nuleons. Improvementof the alulation of this part is made by onsidering �nite range NN foreinstead of the zero-range pseudo-potential. In this ase the problem of alu-lating the real optial potential beomes self-onsistent problem and the HIpotential beomes energy dependent [9℄. More than ten years ago [10℄, theexhange HI interation potential for spherial nulei has been alulatedusing �nite range NN fore. It was found that the more aurate treatmentof the exhange part a�ets both the internal and surfae regions of the HIinteration potential, and moreover it produes energy dependene.In the present work we aim to improve HI interation potential forspherial-deformed nulear pair by alulating its exhange part using �-nite range NN fore. We shall onsider the U238 nuleus as a target and theseven nulei C12, O16, Ar40, Ca40, Ni64, Zr90 and Pb208 as projetiles. Westudy both the energy and orientation dependene to the HI potential forthe above mentioned pairs.In Setion 2 we desribe the method used to alulate the real potentialfor deformed-spherial nulear pair. Setion 3 is left for presenting anddisussing the obtained results. We give a summary in Setion 4.2. The interation potential between deformedand spherial nuleiIn the double folding model, the interation potential between a deformedtarget nuleus and a spherial projetile with separation distane R betweentheir enters is given byU(R; �) = UD(R; �) + Uex(R; �) ; (1)where � is the orientation angle of the deformed nuleus with respet toR. UD and Uex are the diret and exhange parts of the real potential,respetively. They are given by [9, 10℄UD(R; �) = Z dr1dr2�1(r1)�2(r2)VD(s) ; (2)Uex(R; �) = Z dr1dr2�1(r1; r1 + s)�2(r2; r2 � s)Vex(s) exp ik � sM (3)



Improving the Calulation of the Potential Between: : : 1785with s = R + r2 � r1 and VD(s) and Vex(s) are the diret and exhangeparts of the nuleon�nuleon fore, respetively, �1 and �2 denote the massdistribution in the target and projetile nulei. The non-diagonal density�j(r; r0) is given in terms of the single partile wave funtions �i as:�j(r; r0) =Xi ��i (r)�i(r0) : (4)The loal wave number jkj is given by:jkj2 = �2�~2��EC:M: � U(R; �) � U(R; �)� (5)with � = M1M2=(M1 +M2); U is the Coulomb potential for the two inter-ating ions and EC:M: the energy in the enter of mass system. The energyin laboratory system EL is given by EL = ((M1 +M2)=M2)EC:M:; M1 andM2 denote the masses of the projetile and target, respetively.The method of alulating UD and U is outlined in Ref. [5℄. In the simpleversion of the double folding model, the exhange part is usually simpli�edby expressing Vex(s) in terms of Æ-funtion. For M3Y-Reid version of theNN fore, Vex(s) is approximated by [8℄:Vex(s) = �276�1� 0:005ELA1 � Æ(s) ; (6)where (EL=A1) is the inident energy in laboratory system per projetilenuleon. A1 is the mass number of the projetile.Reently [9�11℄, many authors alulated the exhange part of the HIpotential for spherial nulei using �nite range NN exhange fore. In thisapproah the non-diagonal matries are approximated by the density matrixexpansion (DME) method [12℄ as:�j(r; r + s) = �j �r + 12s� ĵ1(ke�(j)(r + 12s)s) (7)with ĵ1(x) = 3sinx� x os xx3and k2e�(j)(r) = � 5=3�j(r)���j(r)��14�r2�j(r)� ; (j = 1; 2) : (7a)The best approximation for �j is the extended Thomas�Fermi approximationgiven by �(r) = 35k2f�(r)+13r2�(r)+ 136 j �r�(r)j2�(r) : (7b)



1786 M. Ismail, Kh.A. RamadanThe DME method is a good approximation for heavy nulei and for M3Ynuleon�nuleon fore [13℄.For spherial nulei the density distribution is assumed to be�(r) = �01 + exp r�r0a : (8)The density distribution of the deformed nuleus is usually taken as�(r; �) = �01 + exp r�R(�)a : (9)The half density radius of this Fermi distribution is given byR(�) = R0[1 + Æ2Y20(�; 0) + Æ4Y40(�; 0℄ ; (10)where Æ2 and Æ4 are the quadrupole and hexadeapole deformation param-eters, respetively, and the angle � is measured from the symmetry axis ofthe deformed nuleus. The values of the parameters r0 and a for spherialnuleus is taken from Ref. [8℄. The values of the parameters R0, a, Æ2 andÆ4 for the deformed nuleus are taken from Ref. [14℄, �0 is determined fromthe relation Z �(r)dr = mass number of the nuleus :Referring to Fig. 1 Uex(R; �) is given byUex(R; �) = Z ds exp iksM Vex(s)Z dy�1(y)�ĵ1(ke�(1)(y)s))�2(jy �Rj)ĵ1(ke�(2)(jy �Rj)s)) : (11)De�ning G(R; �; s) = Z �1(y; os(�))ĵ1(ke�(1)(y; os �)s)��2(x)ĵ1(ke�(2)(x)s)y2 sin �d�d�dy ; (12)where x = jy �Rj. In terms of G(R; �; s) equation (11) beomesUex(R; �) = Z ds exp iksM Vex(s)G(R; �; s) : (13)For the interation between two spherial nulei, the quantity G(R; �; s) isreplaed byG(R; s) = 2� Z �1(y)j1(ke�(1)(y)s)�2(x)j1(ke�(2)(x)s)y2dy sin �d� ; (14)



Improving the Calulation of the Potential Between: : : 1787and Uex(R) beomesUex(R) = Z ds exp iksM Vex(s)G(R; s) : (15)The value of G(R; s) in equation (14) is obtained at eah value of s and R byalulating two-dimensional integral. For the interation between deformed-spherial pair G(R; �; s) depends on the orientation angle � of the deformednuleus. It an be alulated by performing the three-dimensional integralof equation (12) at eah value of s and R. In the two types of interatingnulei, G is independent on both the energy and the total potential U(R; �).Performing the angular integration of s in equation (13), one gets,Uex(R; �) = 4� Z dss2j0�ksM�Vex(s)G(R; �; s) : (16)The nuleon�nuleon potential used in the present alulations is the wellknown M3Y�Reid NN fore [15℄, whose diret and exhange parts areVD(s) = 7999exp(4s)�4s � 2134exp(�2:5s)2:5s ; (17a)Vex(s) = 4631:4exp(�4s)4s � 1787:1exp(�2:5s)2:5s�7:847exp(�0:7072s)0:7072s : (17b)It should be noted that the alulation of U(R; �) using �nite range exhangeNN fore is a self onsistent problem due to the appearane of U(R; �) inequation (5). This problem is solved by iteration method [16℄.3. Numerial results and disussionIn the present work we onsidered the deformed nuleus U238 as a targetand C12, O16, Ar40, Ca40, Ni64, Zr90 and Pb208 as projetiles. We alulatedthe real part of the interation potential for the �rst four nulear pairs atthree values of laboratory energy per projetile nuleon EL=A1 = 5:2; 11:6and 20.7 MeV. In terms of the relative momentum per projetile nuleon,kr =p2mEL=~2A1, these energies orrespond to the values kr = 0:5; 0:75and 1.00 fm�1, respetively. For eah nulear pair onsidered in the presentwork we alulated the two quantities U Æex(R; �) and UFex(R; �) using thezero-range NN fore (Eq. (6)) and the �nite-range fore (Eq. (17b)), respe-tively. In the present work we have alulated both the diret part UD andthe Coulomb potential UC using the proedure of Ref. [5℄. The results areshown on �gures 1�7 and Tables I�V.
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Fig. 1. Systemati representation of the two interating deformed spherial nulei.The x-axis is in the R�Z plane. TABLE IU238�C12The height of the barrier VB and its position RB for U238�C12 potential alulated atkr = 0:5; 0:75 and 1 fm�1 using zero-range and �nite-range exhange NN fore. Threedi�erent relative orientations � =0Æ, 45Æ, 90Æ are onsidered. The table shows also theinrease perentage of the di�usion ross-setion �F alulated at four values of EC:M:above the Coulomb barrier. The enter of mass energies within kr range (0.56�0.67fm�1). Finite-range Zero-range Inrease in �F %kr � (Exat) App.) EC:M: (MeV)RB VB RB VB 75 85 95 1050Æ 13.36 58.38 13.07 59.49 11.96 9.03 7.75 7.100.5 45Æ 11.81 62.91 11.65 63.93 12.14 7.74 6.14 5.3290Æ 11.42 64.22 11.32 64.57 5.19 3.52 2.95 2.670Æ 13.34 58.52 13.07 59.520.75 45Æ 11.79 63.09 11.64 63.9890Æ 11.39 64.36 11.31 64.620Æ 13.29 58.71 13.05 59.581 45Æ 11.75 63.33 11.63 64.0590Æ 11.36 64.55 11.30 64.69Tables I�IV show the Coulomb barrier parameters RB and VB forU238�C12, U238�O16, U238�Ar40 and U238�Ca40, respetively at the threevalues of EL=A1 = 5:2; 11:6 and 20.7 MeV. Eah table shows the values of



Improving the Calulation of the Potential Between: : : 1789TABLE IIU238�O16The same as Table I but for U238�O16 pair. The enter of mass energies within kr range(0.55�0.63 fm�1). Finite-range Zero-range Inrease in �F %kr � (Exat) App.) EC:M: (MeV)RB VB RB VB 95 105 115 1250Æ 13.60 76.41 13.26 77.96 14.76 11.22 9.60 8.660.5 45Æ 12.25 82.19 12.03 83.40 14.51 9.50 7.68 6.7190Æ 11.71 83.51 11.52 84.26 10.54 7.06 5.85 5.230Æ 13.51 76.87 13.23 78.100.75 45Æ 12.16 82.66 11.99 83.5490Æ 11.61 84.02 11.47 84.460Æ 13.44 77.19 13.21 78.211 45Æ 12.10 82.99 11.98 83.6590Æ 11.53 84.37 11.44 84.61 TABLE IIIU238�Ar40The same as Table I but for U238�Ar40 pair. The enter of mass energies within kr range(0.52�0.56 fm�1). Finite-range Zero-range Inrease in �F %kr � (Exat) App.) EC:M: (MeV)RB VB RB VB 190 200 210 2200Æ 14.42 161.00 14.03 164.49 20.09 16.02 13.74 12.280.5 45Æ 13.10 172.36 12.85 175.08 22.88 15.27 12.02 10.0790Æ 12.51 175.68 12.21 177.95 24.75 15.78 12.41 10.640Æ 14.38 161.45 14.02 164.620.75 45Æ 13.06 172.82 12.85 175.2190Æ 12.45 176.19 12.19 178.140Æ 14.31 162.06 14.00 164.811 45Æ 13.01 173.43 12.81 175.4190Æ 12.38 176.83 12.16 178.41barrier parameters alulated, by using both �nite range and zero range NNfore. Table V presents the same quantities alulated at only one value ofEL=A1 for the three pairs U238�Ni64, U238�Zr90 and U238�Pb208. TablesI�IV show a weak energy dependene of both RB and VB in the onsideredenergy range. The e�et of inreasing EL=A1 is the slight derease of RBand inrease of VB by very small amount. These results agree with the en-ergy dependene of the folding model for the interation potential betweenspherial nulei. This model produes weak energy dependene that makesthe nulear potential more repulsive as the projetile energy is inreased.



1790 M. Ismail, Kh.A. Ramadan TABLE IVU238�Ca40The same as Table I but for U238�Ca40 pair. The enter of mass energies within kr range(0.54�0.58 fm�1). Finite-range Zero-range Inrease in �F %kr � (Exat) App.) EC:M: (MeV)RB VB RB VB 210 220 230 2400Æ 14.36 179.10 13.95 183.29 22.59 18.06 15.47 8.160.5 45Æ 13.02 191.71 12.72 195.20 29.28 19.52 15.28 12.9390Æ 12.43 195.83 12.16 198.67 30.68 18.40 13.96 11.670Æ 14.24 180.36 13.91 183.680.75 45Æ 12.90 193.05 12.68 195.6290Æ 12.31 197.24 12.11 199.160Æ 14.16 181.24 13.88 183.981 45Æ 12.82 193.97 12.65 195.9590Æ 12.23 198.21 12.08 199.56 TABLE VThe same as Table I but for the three heavy projetile pairs U238�Ni64, U238�Zr90 andU238�Pb208. Only one value of kr(kr = 0:5 fm�1) is onsidered. The enter of massenergies withinkr range (0.52�0.56 fm�1).Finite-range Zero-range Inrease in �F %Pair � (Exat) App.) EC:M: (MeV)RB VB RB VB 285 295 305 3150Æ 14.67 246.11 14.30 251.36 21.67 17.90 15.54 13.92U238-Ni64 45Æ 13.36 263.14 13.08 267.29 28.77 19.95 15.81 13.4090Æ 12.73 268.87 12.49 272.32 32.14 19.68 14.85 12.28380 390 400 4100Æ 15.27 337.06 14.86 344.53 27.84 22.95 19.82 17.65U238-Zr90 45Æ 13.97 359.22 13.65 365.42 49.26 31.15 23.52 19.3190Æ 13.35 367.48 13.05 372.99 86.98 38.58 26.02 20.25690 700 710 7200Æ 16.86 622.98 16.40 637.20 34.15 29.62 26.33 23.84U238-Pb208 45Æ 15.63 659.16 15.26 671.45 74.41 50.07 38.35 31.4690Æ 14.97 674.97 14.59 687.35 497.10 108.31 62.82 45.20As an example to show the e�et of the �nite range NN fore on thenulear interation potential for spherial-deformed nulear pair, we onsid-ered the interating pair U238�Ca40. Figure 2 shows our alulations for thetotal nulear potential U Æ = UD + U (Æ)ex and UF = UD + U (F )ex for orienta-tion angles � = 0Æ and 90Æ. Fig. 2 indiates that the use of �nite-rangeNN fore redues the attration of U238�Ca40 potential by about 17.5% at
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Fig. 2. The real part of the U238�Ca40 nulear potential for the two di�erent relativeorientations � = 0Æ and 90Æ using �nite-range NN interation (UF ) and zero-rangeNN interation (U Æ) against the separation distane R (fm) between the entersof the two interating nulei. Calulations have been done at inident energy inlaboratory system per projetile nuleon EL=A1 = 5:2 MeV (kr = 0:5 fm�1).

Fig.3a. The fator F (R; �) for relative orientation � = 0Æ, 45Æ and 90Æ, againstR (fm) at kr = 0:5 fm�1 for U238�Ca40. The arrows refer to the position of thebarriers.separation ion distane R = 0 fm and makes the potential deeper in a re-gion before the surfae region. This is lear in Fig. 3a whih ompares thefator F (R; �) = U Æex(R; �)=UFex(R; �) for U238�Ca40 at the three values oforientation angle � = 0Æ, 45Æ and 90Æ. This �gure shows that jU Æexj is greaterthan jUFexj by about 30% at separation distane R = 0(F (0; �) = 1:3). Asthe value of R inreases the fator F (R; �) dereases for the two relativeorientations � = 0Æ and � = 45Æ. For � = 90Æ the value of F dereases
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Fig.3b. The fator F (R; �) for relative orientation � = 0Æ, 90Æ, against R (fm) atkr = 0:5 fm�1 for U238�Pb208 and U238�Ni64. The arrows refer to the position ofthe barriers.for R < 10 fm than it inreases slowly. For �xed R value, the di�erenein shapes between the fator F is due to the di�erene in volume of theoverlap region between the two nulear densities when the orientation angleis varied. This is beause U Æex is proportional to the volume of the overlapregion of the two nulear density distributions. Figure 3b shows the varia-tion of the fators F (R; 0) and F (R; 90Æ) with the separation distane R forthe heavier pairs U238�Ni64 and U238�Pb208. The general behaviour of thefator F for these two pairs is the same as that for U238�Ca40 pair.

Fig.4a. The total U238�O16 potential (both exat and approximate) against R (fm)at kr = 0:5 fm�1 and for orientation angle � = 0Æ.
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Fig.4b. The same as Fig. 4a but for � = 90ÆFigures 4 and 5 show the total real potential, UT (nulear + Coulomb)for the two pairs U238�O16 and U238�Zr90, respetively at EL=A1 = 5:2 MeV.Figure 4a shows UT alulated using zero range and �nite range NN fores atorientation angle � = 0Æ for the nulear pair U238�O16. Figure 4b is the sameas �gure 4a but for � = 90Æ. Figure 5 ontains the same alulations for thepair U238�Zr90. These �gures show that the �nite range NN fore a�ets thefusion barrier height (VB), its thikness and its position (RB). The e�et isto inrease the value of RB and redues the height of the barrier VB. This isshown in Tables I�V for three orientation angles � = 0Æ; 45Æ and 90Æ, wherethe values of RB and VB alulated using both U Æ and UF are presentedfor seven interating pairs. For U238�Ca40 pair and at EL=A1 �= 5:2 MeVthe inrease in the value of RB resulting from using �nite range NN forein alulating the exhange part is 2.94%, 2.36% and 2.22% for � = 0Æ,45Æ and 90Æ, respetively. The orresponding derease in VB is 2.29%, 1.8%and 1.43% for the same values of �. For the other interating nulear pairsthe perentage variation in RB or VB due to �nite range NN fore di�ersfrom that orresponding to Ca40�Ca40 pair. In all ases it does not exeed3%. For the HI potential between two deformed U238 nulei it was foundthat [17℄ the orret treatment of Uex redues VB by about 2.8% and shiftsRB outwards by a maximum value of 3.5%. The maximum shift in RB fordeformed�deformed nulear pair inreases by 12% omparing to the samequantity in the present work.
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Fig.5a. The same as Fig. 4a but for the pair U238�Zr90

Fig.5b. The same as Fig. 4b but for the pair U238�Zr90Although the hanges in RB and VB resulting from using �nite range NNfore are small, they produe signi�ant hanges in the fusion ross setionfor energy values just below and above the Coulomb barrier. For this energyrange the fusion ross-setion an be alulated from the formula [18℄.�F = R2B~!2EC:M: ln�1 + exp�2�(EC:M: �EB)~! �� ; (18)where ~! = ~(�d2UTdr2 �RB 1�)1=2 :
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Fig.6. Variation of fusion ross-setion �F for U238�O16 reation with EC:M: fororientations � = 0Æ and 90Æ. �F has been alulated using �nite range (exat) andzero range (approx.) NN fore.

Fig.7. The same as Fig. 6 but for the pair U238�Zr90This formula had been derived by approximating the Coulomb barrier byparaboli shape. It is valid if the di�erene between EC:M: and the barriertop is relatively small. For heavy projetile (like Zr90) the Coulomb barrier isabout 350 MeV and it is expeted that equation (18) an be used at energiesless by 30�40 MeV than VB.The e�et of �nite range NN fore on the fusion ross-setion is shownin the last olumn of Tables I�V and in Figs 6, 7. Eah table ontains theperentage inrease of the fusion ross-setion �F resulting from using �niterange NN fore instead of zero range fore. Variation in �F was alulatedat four values of EC:M: > VB. The tables show that the perentage inrease



1796 M. Ismail, Kh.A. Ramadanin the alulated values of �F is signi�ant for enter of mass energy abovethe Coulomb barrier. As the projetile nuleus gets lighter the enhanementof �F is redued. For example at energy EC:M: �= VB + 20 MeV, where VBalulated with zero range fore and for � = 0Æ, the perentage inrease in�F is about 14%, 28%, 33% and 46% for the projetiles O16, Ca40, Ni64 andZr90, respetively. This enhanement of �F resulting from the �nite rangeof the exhange NN fore is mainly due to the diret dependene of �F onR2B whose value inreases with the projetile mass number.To show the e�et of using �nite range fore �F for energies just belowand above the Coulomb barrier [19℄ we onsidered the interating pairs U238�O16 and U238�Zr90 as examples. Figures 6 and 7 show the variation of �Fwith EC:M: for the projetiles O16 and Zr90, respetively. In eah �gurewe onsidered the two U238 orientations angles � = 0Æ and 90Æ. The �guresshow that the �nite range of the exhange NN fore enhanes �F , at energiesjust below the Coulomb barrier by a fator depends on the projetile massnumber. Moreover, at a ertain value of EC:M: the �nite range of the forehas large e�et on �F for � = 90Æ ompared to its e�et on � = 0Æ.4. SummaryWe generalized the alulation of the real interation potential using �-nite range NN exhange fore to inlude deformation of the target nuleus.The e�et of �nite range of the fore on the alulations of the interationpotential for deformed�spherial nulear pair has been studied. We onsid-ered the U238 nuleus with both quadrupole and hexadeapole parametersand seven projetiles with mass numbers 12 � A1 � 208. It was foundthat the �nite range NN fore produes more repulsive HI potential at smallseparation distanes and makes the potential more attrative in surfae andtail regions. The fusion barrier parameters are a�eted by the �nite rangefore. The barrier height is lowered and its position is shifted outwards om-pared with the same quantities alulated by zero range fore. The energydependene of the barrier parameters was found to be too small in the rangeof energy onsidered in the present work. We found that the fusion ross-setion at energies just below and above the Coulomb barrier is enhaned bya fator inreasing with the projetile mass number. Moreover this fator isstrongly dependent on the orientation of U238 nuleus.The e�et found in the present paper is a result of the orientation depen-dene of the fator F (R; �). The later depend on the overlap region betweenthe density distributions of the two interating nulei whih hanges by theorientation of the target nuleus.We wish to thank Dr A.Y. Ellithi for his help during the preparation ofthe manusript.
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